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“What is QFT?”
Perturbation theory 	

around free field 	
Lagrangian theories CFTs + perturbations

non-Lagrangian  

higher dim’l  thys	
(+ can be compactified)

unexplored...	
something 	
crucial for  	
the future?

susy	
theories 



Supersymmetry

hep-th
hep-ph

SUSY = powerful tool 
for exact results, gain 
insights into QFT, esp.	
non-perturbative 
phenomenon, phases, etc. 	
Interconnections / 
dualities among theories, 
also with string theory. 

Model building:  Dynamical susy breaking. 	
Using novel phases, e.g. CFT,  to help with 

challenges.  Develop new tools.    

Could help with Naturalness of weak scale,	
inflation, etc. Dark matter candidates. Helps	
with unification.  Has been favored BSM 
candidate.  The natural ranges of susy breaking 
parameters are now largely explored / ruled out 
by the LHC.  Nature might still be susy, with its	
breaking spontaneous + dynamical, but with the 
scale at an as-of-yet inaccessible energy.  

Which side we explore varies,	
depending on expt, etc. 

Overlap:



Time out for a brief public 
service announcement

It is not about formalism or formalities or rigor. 	
It is about contributing to a deeper understanding 	
of QFT and developing new methods. 	
!

Now back to our scheduled program…

hep-th 6= “formal theory”



RG flows, universality

UV CFT (+relevant)

IR CFT (+irrelevant)

RG course graining

“# d.o.f.”

In extreme UV or IR, masses become unimportant or decoupled. 	
Enhanced, conformal symmetry in these limits.  In the simplest 

examples,  the conformal symmetry is trivial (e.g. mass gapped or 
free).  By now, many examples of non-trivial, interacting CFTs and 

especially many known, interacting supersymmetric SCFTs. 

RG flow cartoon:
Start here, kick with	

some deformation, and	
find (or guess) where 	
the RG flow ends. We	
employ and develop	
strong constraints,	
e.g. anomaly matching,	
a-theorem, indices, etc.



RG flows
UV CFT (+relevant)

IR CFT (+irrelevant)

course graining

“# d.o.f.”

E.g. Higgs mass E.g. dim 6 BSM ops

“chutes”

“ladders”



E.g. 4d N=1 SQCD 

NF

3NC

IR free electric (+UV incomplete) 

(3/2)NC

IR interacting SCFT, conformal window.  	
Seiberg dual theory flows to same IR SCFT. 

NC +1

IR free magnetic phase, 	
composite dual gauge fields in IR. 

Confinement, chiral symmetry breaking.  

Seiberg, Seiberg+KI (’90s),  	
…, E. Nardoni’s talk.

NC 
Non-perturbative vacuum instability or mass gap. 

E M

SCFT

E

M

E



Lead co-organizer of KITP workshop

New Methods in Nonperturbative Quantum Field Theory  
Jan 6, 2014 - Apr 11, 2014 
!
Coordinators: Ken Intriligator, Anton Kapustin, Zohar Komargodski, Joe Polchinski, Slava 
Rychkov 
Scientific Advisors: Yuji Tachikawa 
Quantum field theory has been the fundamental framework of quantum physics for well over half a century, but 
many open questions remain about its behavior at strongly coupling. In recent years new methods have arisen to 
address this. The purpose of this program is to develop these methods and the connections between them.

Questions of interest include general constraints on renormalization flows, such as monotonicity, and their relation 
with entanglement entropy; conformal correlation functions and bootstrap methods; the conformal window in four 
dimensional gauge theories and the application of conformal theories to model building; exact results in 
supersymmetric theories, by localization and other methods; relations between field theories in different 
dimensions; connections with integrability; higher spin gravity theories, and their holographic connection with CFTs.

Some big questions are: Can gauge/gravity duality be derived, for example from the renormalization group? Is there 
an alternative to the Wilson approach as a framework for QFT, which would better represent dualities and other 
symmetries? How do we construct the non-Lagrangian QFT's in d=6, which underly many of the dualities of lower-
dimensional theories?

There will be an associated conference Quantum Fields beyond Perturbation Theory from Jan 27 - 31, 2014, 
which will cover recent developments in quantum field theory in a broad way.

http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/qft14/

http://www.kitp.ucsb.edu/activities/dbdetails?acro=qft-c14


Current cycle topics

• Vortices and monopole operators (in 3d). 
Monopole operators: not the usual, basic 
fields, instead defined by creating B flux 
around a point.  Quanta = magnetic 
vortices.  Duals: exchanged with ordinary, 
electrically charged fields and quanta. 	

• 4d susy gauge theories.  Find new SCFTs, 
study RG flows among them, phases.  



current topics, cont.

• New 4d QFTs from 6d SCFTs,            
“non-Lagrangian” theories. 	

• Interplay / relations between 4d, and 6d 
SCFTs, and also 2d.   	

• New 4d and 2d duals RG flows, and checks 
via susy exact results, including the super-
conformal indices (operator counting 
analog of partition function). 



Current topics, cont.
• 6d theories, and their analog of ’t Hooft 

anomalies and anomaly matching, including 
via a mechanism that imparts string charge 
to instantons (incl for background fields).	

• Found the susy relation between 6d a-type 
conformal anomaly and 6d ’t Hooft 
anomalies (a longstanding challenge).	

•  Proved the 6d a-theorem in wide contexts.



current topics, cont. 

• Determined all possible supermultiplet 
structures, for all superconformal field 
theories in d=3,4,5,6.  (no SCFTs for d>6.) 
Classify all susy-preserving deformations, of 
all d>2 SCFTs. Classifies all possible susy 
RG flows in the vicinity of the UV or IR 
fixed points. Many interesting and surprising 
results. Show very few possible relevant or 
marginal deformations, and none in 6d.  



Briefly discuss a few
. “Infinitely many duals…” P. Agarwal, K.I., J. Song ’15.

Recently, many classes of 4d theories, from 6d SCFTs, by taking 2 space 	
dims to be compact, e.g. a sphere (w/ punctures and line bundles). 	
6d theories do not have a variable coupling, no weak coupling limit.  	
Many exotic and novel aspects. Reducing to 4d gives new classes of theories.  
They can also be used as a new kind of matter, coupled to other sectors via 
gauge fields.   We construct infinite classes of 4d, N=1 supersymmetric 	
SCFTs from these building blocks (novel construction, via allowing for 
negative degree line bundles) and we analyze their RG flows and dualities.  	
We find infinitely many duals of a variant of SQCD. 



UV asymp. safety?
KI and F. Sannino

�(g)

gUVIR

�(g)

g
UV IR

“Banks-Zaks” Litim-Sannino

g?
g?

Surprise: recently found in non-susy QCD+	
scalars, Yukawas, quartic interactions. Perturbative. 

We show it cannot occur with susy, in broad circumstances, 	
including all where perturbation theory applies. Would violate	
general CFT or RG contraints (unitarity and / or a-theorem).	
Non asymptotically free theories require more degrees of 	
freedom in their UV completion, e.g. that of an asymptotically	
free dual theory. 



4d “non”-Lagrangian 
Novel 4d theories, e.g. 4d N=2 SCFTs with Coulomb branch	
operators having fractional scaling dimension.  Does not arise	
from any known 4d, N=2 Lagrangian description.  UCSD 	
postdoc Jaewon Song, with Kazunobu Maruyoshi (Imperial &	
Seikei) argue that many known such theories can be obtained 	
as IR endpoints of N=1 susy RG flows, from N=1 deformations	
of Lagrangian N=2 theories.  	
!
!
!
Enhanced, N=2 susy in IR. 	
Use this RG flow to compute the superconformal index, do	
strong checks.  New interconnections in QFT theory space. 

N=2 Lagrangian

N=2 “non” Lagrangian

N=1 RG flow



a-theorem, in 6d?
Reducing # of d.o.f. intuition.   For d=2,4 (& d=6?) : a-theorem
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aUV � aIR a � 0 For any	
unitary theoryd=even	

CFT:

For spontaneous conf’l symm breaking: dilaton has derivative 
interactions to give        anom matching Schwimmer, Theisen; 
                                                                                 Komargodski, Schwimmer
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Elvang et. al.

Can show that b>0 (b=0 iff free) but b’s physical interpretation  	
was unclear; no conclusive restriction on sign of      . �a



6d susy: a-theorem 
C. Cordova (IAS), T. Dumitrescu (Harvard), KI
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7
b2 > 0

Proves the a-theorem (for tensor-branch flows) for all 6d 
SCFTs. (BTW: no known, non-susy, interacting CFTs.) Also, 	
found susy exact relation between conformal anomaly a and 
’t Hooft anomalies (a longstanding hunch / challenge): 
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SCFT multiplets and 
deformations: classification

8Qs



All SCFT unitary multiplets, 
and RG flow deformations

C. Cordova (IAS), T. Dumitrescu (Harvard), KI

All SCFT operators must combine into unitary reps of the 	
super-conformal algebra.  Supermultiplets of conformal	
primaries and their descendants.  We fully analyzed all cases in 
d=3,4,5,6.  Find and clarify many subtleties.  Detailed tables	
of multiplets for all cases. Classified all possible Lorentz + susy 
preserving operator deformations in detailed tables

•  •  

E.g. in 6d: no relevant deformations (only via vevs).	
Similar restrictions for d<6, e.g. in 5d only relevant defs 	
are mass terms, related to conserved global currents.



E.g. d=4, N=3   (all irrelevant)



Conclude
• QFT is vast, full of interconnections. SUSY  QFTs, SCFTs, 

and RG flows are rich, useful testing grounds for 
exploring QFT. Strongly constrained: unitarity, a-thm., etc.  
Can rule out some things. Exact results for others.  
Active field, here & worldwide.  	

• Related, further work is in progress here.  	

• We are always keeping an eye out for possible new 
applications and methods, incl. in hep-ph. 	

• All 6 (soon 7) UCSD PIs: broad, QFT powerhouse group,  
with complimentary interests, expertise.   Thank you. 


